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Fig 7 Principle solution

Lennart Eriksson, Sweden
The critical points regarding " gr ey-water" have not been so well penetrated. The problems are concentrated to the biological treatment including the ey-waters" energy-resource and " gr especially to the size and waste load at each installation. If possible, we want to handle the problems locally. We then find some interesting possibilities, but even risks and potential problems. "Grey-water" includes undoubted risky pathogens, but not much more however than what is flowing out in a mix from ordinary urban sewage treatment works in general today.
Using a local solution we can utilize the energy content to almost in providing a more efficient treatment. In addition we believe we can arrange for energy savings in two ways: First the rest energy itself and second by using the better transport of energy from deeper soil levels by the vertical filtration. Instead of working with wetland in the first step we will test using garden-beds of soil over clay in special compositions, which would be even better/easier to implement in ordinary garden environments. As winter-insulation are wooden chips and leaves ment to be used. At the end of the system is a well for watering and -depending of cleanness -even for other purposes. Fig. 8 , especially intensified framed partThe goal is building up a gr oup of houses and -to start with -calculate its different flows in a hole.
In developing and evaluating the whole system we are working in an interdisciplinar y fashion, with experts from horticulture, microbiology, unconventional installation-technique and so on. We now want to invite colleagues and interested companies, especially from countries around the Baltic Sea, to a planned EU-project in this technique and according issues. 
FOODSTORING WITHOUT COOL ENERGY
In a system called II Svalan II air is taken down in the ordinary drain-pipe system which surrounds all building foundations, relatively deep in the ground. The airflow will in that way be controlled by the ground temperature, which means around 6-9°C the whole year, a quit useful temperature for storing i.e. root vegetables.
The thermostated air can either chill a cellar with cupboards or/and a cupboard up in the respectively department. The airflow-system is closed. It works by an exchanger, which means no contact with the food or the house ventilation-system. No contamination is then possible. Possibly radon from the ground, with its cancer risks can be eliminated by evacuation. By high concentration a powerful extraction fan in the system can reduce the risk of radon leaking in to the building. A patent for the system has been applied for. (Ref 5) .
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Fig_ 9 Ground-drilled cupboard
Another piece of equipment for willter storage placed on balconies or patios can be seen on next pictures IO and 11. It is designed as a sofa and made by high-insulated material. Its ventilation adapts to the outside temperature and works together with a small freezing protector (thermostat and 40 W warming strip) in the whole store volume is independent of the degree of filling. Patented (Ref9).
